
Improving buyer experience with content 

Content is one of the most-discussed marketing and sales strategies used by enterprises today, 

and with good reason: study after study suggests content marketing among the top priorities of 

executives and marketing teams. But that implicitly assumes content that are ‘high performers’, 

that engages the buyer no matter where they are in the buying phase and turns them into 

followers first and fans second. 

The main aim of a great content is simple: empower sales professionals to design simple and 

enjoyable buying experiences for the prospects by providing them with the right content for the 

right people at the right time. It depends on which type of content to use at what point of the 

buyer’s journey. Whether they are blog posts, press releases, white papers, case studies, 

YouTube videos, social content, webinars, emails or thought leadership materials, such ‘high 

performers’ can prove to a powerful weapon in the hands of adept sales professionals if utilized 

correctly. 

Great content comes from four different factors as follows: 

• Why people buy from you 

• What you’ll do 

• Who you’ll do it for 

• What benefits will accrue for your brand and your customers 

With the above factors deeply studied and sketched in mind, following 7 touchpoints are the 

primary criteria that any content marketing team should work on: 

1. Know – a company gets only one chance to make a great first impression—and that is 

made through awesome content. Content does not only mean text. Content is everything 

that registers information to the visitor. Garbage in, garbage out. So, make sure that the 

front-end content lures your visitors in, just like the entrance of a multinational company. 

2. Like – when a company truly understands its audience, it knows how to reel them in 

toward the purchase. With highly charged engaging content, let your audience connect 

with your brand first.  

3. Trust – a company is built upon trust. Trust builds relationship. A blog is the perfect 

medium to build trust with your audience. Should you just post funny pictures on 

Instagram? Should you just update your Facebook page? No, you must create content that 

pushes every possible button for the customer. 

4. Trial – a customer liking a company does not translate into a sale. Any customer needs 

that certain incentive to overcome that first barrier. Whether it’s a free eBook or a case 

study, it’s all about priming the customer for later paid transactions. 

5. Purchase – ah! This is exactly the goal of any business and again, content is required to 

achieve it. At this stage of the buying cycle, your customer is almost ready to go for it. 

However, you still need to work for it a bit. 

6. Repeat – most sales are generated from existing customers. This is true for any business, 

online or offline. An effective customer retention strategy not only cultivates your 

existing customer base but also primes them for the next stage. 



7. Advocacy – this is the ultimate stage of the buying cycle, and ‘high performing’ content 

helps to lead every customer to this point where they become loyal advocates of a 

company, resulting in more subscribers and sales without any significant effort on the 

part of the company. At this stage, we are witnessing the famous ‘snowballing’ effect. 

According to a recent study, 80% of marketers and sales professionals believe content (that is, 

good content) serves at least one of the following three purposes: 

To market particular products and services. 

To result in higher conversion rates and also provide the base for better retention rates. 

To flourish the business’ reputation and create brand health in today’s highly competitive 

market. 

Content today is ubiquitous. Whether it is a B2C business or a B2B one, customers have grown 

rather smart. Old methods are being replaced by new ones. And content is a ‘new’ one that 

actually works. But the most advanced iteration of content strategy is sales enablement – where 

content acts as a living, fluid resource to provide a sound framework for sales efforts to bring 

home the bacon (sorry, we mean the customer). 


